An Introduction to The Biodynamic Model of Osteopathy in the Cranial Field

The Biodynamic Model

1. Foundation Principles
2. Biodynamic Principles
3. Practical

To find Health should be the object of the doctor. Anyone can find disease.

To make the sick well is no duty of the operator... But to adjust the part or whole of the system that the "Rivers of Life" may flow in... And irrigate the famishing field's

You realize that you are a mechanic of the fluids of the body as well as of the osseous tissues, which are also fluid

You have become a pharmacist because your procedures have been mixing the chemicals in "God's Drug Store".
Allow the Intelligence within the patient to express its own unerring potency rather than applying a blind force from without.

The Biodynamic Model

1. Foundation Principles:
2. Biodynamic Principles
3. Practical

“No Technique will be taught, other than, full cooperation with the Living Mechanism and Its Intention in the Moment.”
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"To Treat" has but one meaning:
To Know you are right and to do your work accordingly.